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Charlemagne. via Wikipedia. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Charlemagne_Agostino_Cornacchini_Vati
can_2.jpg

Charlemagne
Holy Roman Emperor 

Born 742
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[1,]  1  30        2
[2,]  2  60        4
[3,]  3  90        8
[4,]  4 120       16
[5,]  5 150       32
[6,]  6 180       64
[7,]  7 210      128
[8,]  8 240      256
[9,]  9 270      512
[10,]10 300     1024
[11,]11 330     2048
[12,]12 360     4096
[13,]13 390     8192
[14,]14 420    16384
[15,]15 450    32768
[16,]16 480    65536
[17,]17 510   131072
[18,]18 540   262144
[19,]19 570   524288
[20,]20 600  1M
[21,]21 630  2.1M
[22,]22 660  4.2M
[23,]23 690 8.4M
[24,]24 720 16.8M
[25,]25 750 33.6M

Gens  Years   # Ancs



Computer simulation of my ancestors in a population of 100,000 people
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Computer simulation of my ancestors in a population of 100,000 people



Computer simulation of my ancestors in a population of 100,000 people



In a well-mixed population 
of 10 million we find the 
C. Anc of all individuals ~23 
generations ago (~600 
years)
~1000 years ago all inds. will 
share all of their ancestors 



Charlemagne. via Wikipedia. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Charlemagne_Agostino_Cornacchini_Vatican_2.jp
g

Carl Zimmer 
http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/2013/05/07/charl
emagnes-dna-and-our-universal-royalty/

Born 742

In a well-mixed population of 10 million we find the 
C. Anc of all individuals ~23 generations ago (~600 years)
~1000 years ago all inds. will share all of their ancestors 





Last common genealogical ancestor 
Of all* modern humans ~3000 years ago
All individuals w. descendants ~7000BCE are 
genealogical common ancestors to all of us.

*likely all or very nearly all.



What did I inherit from all those 
people?

What do I share with all those distant 
cousins?



https://sites.google.com/a/apaches.k12.in.us/mr-evans-science-website/genetics

Your genome 3 billion bases (base: A, T, C, or G)
Only 1/1000 bases differ between 2 humans
Only 1/2000 bases differ between me & sister



https://sites.google.com/a/apaches.k12.in.us/mr-evans-science-website/genetics

Your genome 3 billion bases (base: A, T, C, or G)
Only 1/1000 bases differ between 2 humans
Only 1/2000 bases differ between me & sister



Your genome 
3 billion bases (base: A, T, C, or G)
Divided up into: 22 autosomal chromsomes, X chromosome, Y chromosome (for males), and 
mitochondria

http://www.pathology.washington.edu/galleries/cytogallery/main.php?file=human
%20karyotypes



Your genome 
3 billion bases (base: A, T, C, or G)
Divided up into: 22 autosomal chromsomes, X chromosome, Y chromosome (for males), and 
mitochondria





Sharing of chromosome regions between individuals due to 
inheritance from a ancestor (identity by descent, IBD)



Your maternal
Grandmother’s
Contribution to you

Your maternal
Grandmother’s
Contribution to 
your cousin

Overlap of
Grandmother’s
Contribution to 
you & cousin



A person and their 1st cousin
On 23&me



3rd cousins



Me and my 3rd cousin (?)
On 23&me



A rare case where 3rd cousins don’t share any of their genomes due to a recent ancestor

3rd cousins



4th cousins likely share zero of their genome from their great, great, great Grandparents  



Many North Americans likely will have many  
identifiable 3rd and 4th cousins (10s -- 100s) in 
large genomic databases. Likely have vast 
numbers of >5th cousins but they likely wont be 
identifiable by genetics

Degree of cousin
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Joseph DeAngelo, suspected Golden State Killer

Work with Doc Edge

https://gcbias.org/2018/05/07/how-lucky-was-the-genetic-
investigation-in-the-golden-state-killer-case/

Many people in US likely will have many  identifiable 3rd

and 4th cousins (10s -- 100s) in large genomic databases. 
Likely have vast numbers of >5th cousins but they likely 
wont be identifiable by genetics
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Joseph DeAngelo, suspected Golden State Killer







You’re descended from most people 
most places, but few of them are 

genetic ancestors





Our Human family tree is more like a 
bramble thicket

• We’re all very closely related genealogically.
• We’re all descended from nearly everyone 

who has descendants ~6000years ago.
• Many of these individuals are not your genetic 

ancestors, but you do have vast numbers of 
genetic ancestors.

• Some of them were likely Neanderthals!
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We are starting to learn about a very dynamic history of humans from ancient genetic data 

Up to 10,000 years ago Europe was dominated by Western Hunter Gathers  
Expansions of Early farmers (Neolithic) 8000 years ago
Followed by expansion of bronze-age Yamnaya from Russian Steppe



Major Holocene (<11kya) population 
movements and expansions that have been 
demonstrated
using ancient DNA.

We are starting to learn about a very dynamic history of humans from genetic data 



https://www.flickr.com/photos/hmnh/3033749380/


